


How We Live Our Goals Is More Important Than The Goals Themselves 
– Christina Wodtke

OKRs, KPIs, Balanced Score cards, MBOs and more! The world of Busi-
ness is lingo laden and once every few years, Leadership teams go 
through a milieu of emotions on which approach is best for driving high 
performance organizations.   

The truth is that we live in a VUCA world.

And, to stay relevant, companies need to increasingly become more agile 
and focussed to navigate challenges while keeping a steadfast focus on 
growth. And to survive they need something simple and inspiring. 

You would know by now that OKRs is probably what most business 
leaders and CXOs are gravitating towards to align and engage teams to 
what matters most. 

OKRs: An Acronym 
OKRs stands for Objectives and Key Results.   

Objectives are ‘The Big Why’. They give clarity of direction and inspire 
teams to action. 

KRs answer ‘How’ are we going to achieve ‘The Big Why’. They are out-
come driven, measurable and stand true to the ‘Stretch Test’. These are 
aspirational yet not impossible, they force leadership teams to lead with 
radical clarity. 

Tasks - These are the To-Do’s. The priorities, the ones which help teams 
achieve outcomes.

Introduction
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Leaders who adopt OKRs, clearly see the difference. So, here’s why

With OKRs, leaders find it liberating to unleash the power of teams, rather 
than just a few high performing individuals. When you have your teams 
define their top goals and focus their energies towards achieving those, 
you have set the stage for achieving great outcomes. 

• Drive Sharp Focus & Prioritize
• Align teams to vision and strategy
• Makes Outcomes a war cry 

Why OKRs and why not KPIs?
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OKRs and the new way of Leading
Been hearing the term goal cascading for many years now? Well, they did 
once stand the test of time, as they got individuals to get goals and run 
with them. With leadership styles moving from telling/directive to ex-
ploratory/ participative, the ‘old school goal setting’ definitely is a thing 
of the past. 

Let’s take an example.
Visualize your objective is to reach your destination in less than 3 hours. 
You tell your teams what to do, you reach your destination but you 
realized you had taken a completely roundabout route to reach. So, while 
you completed the journey and achieved your goal, technically, you did 
not do it right away. 

This is where we shift gears from ‘Hand me down’ to ‘Connect and align’. 

Now imagine telling your teams to collaborate, not just aligning to 
reaching the destination in less than 3 hours, but working together bi 
directionally. You would be surprised to see the magic unfurl. You may 
not only make it in 2 hours, but get some creative ideas on how to get 
there with diversity in thinking. 

OKRs build Critical Thinking 
OKRs are most commonly referred to as a strategy execution framework. 
In fact it is a whole lot more. They build critical thinking. They help 
leaders make tough choices, drive outcomes and build decision making 
capabilities. Taking the right decisions at the right time helps teams drive 
alignment between tasks and outcomes!  

If you were to tell your teams to select just 3 Metrics to drive outcomes, 
OKRs helps you ‘ask those socratic questions and arrive at leverages. 
Building decision making as a skill, early in your teams, would help them 
pay it forward during their career. 

When you preemptively align your employees bottom up, you not only 
save the operational hassle which arises from cascading top down,  
but most importantly you heighten the engagement level of your 
employees by building a sense collaboration & accountability.
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OKRs make leaders better coaches.Coaching is a powerful mix of rapport, 
active listening, empathy, powerful questioning, probing for clarity and 
helping teams to commit to action.  

To implement OKRs would mean building a great ‘Coaching’ muscle.
Here’s how you as leaders could build coaching as a capability to 
implement OKRs.   

1. Ask a few Powerful Questions:  

During OKR coaching, speaking less is more. Practice active listening and 
encourage members to share their understanding of the Organizational or 
Business group objectives. Ask open ended questions to help them 
discover business metrics to be measured and what would make it 
aspirational. In short, ask them “What questions & not Why questions.”

Here’s a sample OKR coaching conversation:

 OKRs and Coaching
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2. Stay Committed

Show your commitment by having follow-up discussions, providing 
additional support wherever needed and acknowledging them when their 
actions result in the desired outcomes. We have witnessed high 
performing teams drive goal discipline through daily or weekly check ins. 
You could set the rhythm that works best. 

Your commitment as a leader, goes a long way in building the team’s 
accountability.
 
3. Build Accountability
 
A great coach enables coachees to take accountability for key results 
and initiatives. When your teams set their KRs, they sublimely own 
outcomes and take accountability. In a study conducted by Fitbots, we 
found that Gen Ys and Zs align with OKRs because it helps them own it 
and be accountable.
 
4. Focus on outcomes

During most feedback conversations, team members and managers tend 
to repeatedly connect past issues with current problems. This does not 
help them progress.

Once the past has been discussed, channel discussions to understand 
how lessons from the past can be applied to take the right steps for 
achieving outcomes. Reset some of their goals or KRs to align learnings.  
Encourage them to believe in their potential and capabilities. 

Organizations definitely need coaches. To quote the Trillion Dollar Coach, 
a tribute to the legendary coach and business executive Bill Campbell.

“I’ve come to believe that coaching might be even more essential than 
mentoring to our careers and for our teams. Whereas mentors dole words 
of wisdom, coaches roll up their sleeves and get their hands dirty. 

They just don’t believe in our potential, they get in the arena to help us 
realise our potential. They hold up a mirror so we can see our blindspots
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and hold us accountable for working through our sore spots. They take 
responsibility for making us better without taking credit for 
accomplishments”.

Write to richa@fitbots.com or fred@fitbots.com for more questions on 
how OKRs build leadership effectiveness.
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http://richa@fitbots.com
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